Probabilistic assessment of storm surge potential due to explosive cyclogenesis in the northwest Pacific region
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ABSTRACT

Extratropical cyclones that develop rapidly in the northwest Pacific Ocean, called explosive cyclones, have caused storm surges twice recently along the coast of Nemuro Bay, located in northeastern Japan, in 2014 and 2015. As the number and intensity of explosive cyclones have increased over the last three decades near the Japanese archipelago (Iwao, Inatsu, and Kimoto 2012), the frequency of extreme storm surges is anticipated to increase under future climatic conditions. Explosive cyclones formed in the northwest Pacific region can be categorized into three major types (Yoshida and Asuma 2004) based on their evolution: Type-I cyclones develop over the Sea of Japan and travel toward the Sea of Okhotsk, Type-II are generated on the continent and move toward the Pacific Ocean through the Sea of Japan, and Type-III travel northward in the Pacific Ocean along the Japanese archipelago. We performed computational experiments of past storm surges to find statistical features of local sea levels, depending on the types of the cyclone evolution under a realistic meteorological scenario of winter cyclones, with aim to provide possible sea level rise expected in the northeast Asia.

Here, we show that amplification of local sea level, governed by the orientation of coastal lines with cyclone tracks, is defined by the evolution type that is classified by their trajectories, rather than the intensity, of the cyclone. Nemuro Bay is the most vulnerable site in the northwest Pacific region regardless of the evolution type; thus repeated disasters are anticipated therein. Severe storm surges are also expected along certain other semi-enclosed coasts facing the northern Sea of Japan and Sea of Okhotsk due to Type-I cyclones. The probabilistic evaluation of sea levels depending on the cyclone evolution type as introduced in this study may be useful for evaluating potential disasters.
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1. Introduction

Extratropical cyclones that rapidly intensify during the winter monsoon in the northwestern Pacific Ocean or northwestern Atlantic Ocean often develop into explosive cyclones. The past explosive cyclones have severely impacted human activities due to extreme wind, waves and precipitation, as often reported on the east coasts of the Eurasian and North American continents (e.g. Sanders 1986; Gyakum and Danielson 2000; Kocin et al. 1995). In 2014, an energetic explosive cyclone intensified in the northwestern Pacific Ocean, traveled north, and induced a storm surge with a 2-m sea level rise in Nemuro Bay on the east coast of Hokkaido (see Figure 1); it caused $20 million of damage due to flooding in the central area of Nemuro city (Saruwatari et al. 2015). A comparable cyclone passed through the same area in 2015, causing the sea level in the bay to rise again. These successive storm surges at the same location suggest that storm surge risk is associated with the similarity in the cyclone trajectory that is dominated by the large-scale distribution of the air masses in this region, as well as with the topographical vulnerability of the coast.

Over the past three decades, the frequency of intensified explosive cyclones near the Japanese archipelago has increased (Iwao, Inatsu, and Kimoto 2012), and future disasters are anticipated to occur with greater frequency if the same trend continues. However, the mechanism of storm surges driven by the explosive cyclones have been poorly understood because of less research attention in this field since past explosive cyclones never caused significant surge disaster in this area before the 2014 Nemuro event. After the disaster, Kumagai et al. (2017) performed a hindcasting computation of transitional surge and wave systems during the travel of the 2014 explosive cyclone. Bricker et al. (2015) estimated possible damage extensions for a hypothetical storm with 150% the intensity of the 2014 cyclone as a possible effect of climate change. However realistic scenarios statistically supported by regional meteorological features of the explosive cyclones are required to assess probabilistic sea level rise and possible disaster.

The evolution of explosive cyclones, observed in the northeast Asia, highly depends on the baroclinic effects of the monsoon; growth of the Siberian High, inducing baroclinicity in the Sea of Japan, is an important factor to determine the tracks and intensities of the winter cyclones. In addition, warm ocean currents also affect frequencies of the explosive cyclongenesis (Sanders and Gyakum 1980), and in particular, heat energy from Kuroshio Current contributes to grow the cyclones generated in the northwest Pacific Ocean (Kuwano-Yoshida and Asuma 2008; Chen et al. 1992). These effects cause annual variations in local developments of the cyclones. Yoshida and Asuma (2004) identified three major evolution types of the past explosive cyclones in the northwest Pacific Ocean, including cyclones that: (Type I) achieve their maximum growth in the Sea of Japan or Sea of Okhotsk, (Type II) form on the Eurasian continent or the Sea of Japan and achieve their maximum growth in the Pacific Ocean, (Type III) or form over the Pacific Ocean and achieve their maximum growth in the Pacific Ocean.
It is generally known that characteristics of storm surges are sensitive to a local wind system near coasts. Accordingly meteorologically defined patterns of cyclone tracks and growth processes may also characterize local surge responses, which has been verified in the northern Brazil (Parise, Calliari, and Krusche 2009) and the northeast coasts of the US (Catalano and Broccoli 2018). The classification by Yoshida and Asuma (2004) is thus useful for identifying the evolution type of cyclones that cause local storm surges along coasts of the northwest Pacific Ocean.

This study aims to provide a probabilistic assessment of storm surges on the basis of statistical features of past explosive cyclones classified in the above meteorological categories through computational experiments. In this paper, three-dimensional ocean current computations were performed to obtain local sea level rise along the coasts of Japan and Eurasia for cyclones observed in the past two decades. The vulnerability of local coasts and disaster risks are discussed in relation to the calculated probability of sea level rise due to potential storm surges.

Figure 1. Map of the northwest Pacific region together with the names of the representative semi-enclosed coastal sites (top) and magnified map around Nemuro Bay (bottom). Two red lines in the top figure show the trajectories of the cyclones that caused the Nemuro storm surges in 2014 and 2015.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the statistical features of explosive cyclones based on evolution type. The computational models used in this study are explained, along with model validation through hindcasting of the 2014 Nemuro storm surge in Section 3. In Section 4, probabilistic sea level rises, forced by ensemble cyclones as well as previous storms sampled over the last two decades, are discussed in terms of coastal vulnerability and the disaster risks associated with storm surges. Finally, our findings are summarized in Section 5.

2. Explosive Cyclones in the Northwest Pacific Ocean

In this study, the explosive cyclone is defined as extratropical cyclones with their maximum value of the 12-hr deepening rate $\varepsilon$ exceeding 1 hPa/hr (Yoshida and Asuma 2004):

$$
\varepsilon = -\frac{p_c(t + 6\text{ hr}) - p_c(t - 6\text{ hr}) \sin 60^\circ}{12\text{ hr} \sin \phi},
$$

(1)

where $p_c$ is the central sea-level pressure of the cyclone, $\phi$ is the latitude where the central low pressure is located. Kawamura (2011) has analyzed atmospheric reanalysis data, JRA-55 (spacial resolution of $1.25^\circ \times 1.25^\circ$, time interval of 6 hr, data domain), for the past 429 explosive cyclones observed between October 1996 and April 2017 to create a comprehensive database, called Northwest Pacific Megastorm Database (NPMD), of the trajectory, intensity and deepening rate of all cyclones. In this section, meteorological features of the explosive cyclones that passed through the northwestern Pacific Ocean, based on the NPMD, are statistically analyzed in terms of evolution type, as proposed by Yoshida and Asuma (2004).

2.1. Fundamental features

Figure 2 shows the distributions of (a) the probability of cyclone passage, (b) mean speed of cyclones, (c) mean central pressure of cyclones $p_c$, and (d) mean deepening rate $\varepsilon$. High passage frequencies of explosive cyclones are recognized along the east coast of Japan over the path of the Kuroshio Current in the Pacific Ocean (see Figure 2 a), indicating that cyclones intensify significantly with upward heat flux from warm seawater in the Kuroshio Current (see also high deepening rates on the current in Figure 2 d). The passage frequencies decrease in land areas due to the lack of heat supply from the ocean, suggesting that heat energy from the ocean enhances explosive cyclogenesis (Figure 2 a). Typical cyclones over both the northwest Pacific Ocean and Sea of Japan travel northeast with a mean speed of 12–13 m s$^{-1}$ (Figure 2 b), which may be comparable to the mean speed of typhoons passing this area (40$^\circ$N), 11.9 m s$^{-1}$, calculated using Best Track Data provided by Regional Specialized Meteorological Center (Kunitsugu 2012). The travel speed of the cyclones declines significantly over
the Sea of Okhotsk, where high passage frequencies are observed (see Figure 2 a), indicating stationary behaviors of the cyclones. This may be caused by an atmospheric blocking effect, which is often observed near northern Okhotsk (Kitano and Yamada 2016).

A high deepening rate, $\varepsilon$, is observed in the Sea of Japan and the west Pacific Ocean (Figure 2 d), and lower $\varepsilon$ in the Sea of Okhotsk and the north Pacific Ocean, where fully developed cyclones take the lowest mean central pressure, $p_c$ (Figure 2 c). Accordingly, cyclones formed in the seas adjacent to the Japanese archipelago...
intensify during northeast movement (Figure 2 b) and are fully developed, with maximum strength, when they reach the northern seas of Japan. Because highly intensified cyclones tend to stay in the northern sea (Figure 2 b), violent winter storms may continue for a long time, typically several days, as has been frequently observed along the north coast of Hokkaido (e.g. Kitano and Yamada 2016; Kawano and Kawamura 2018).

2.2. Types of cyclone evolution

According to Yoshida and Asuma (2004), the evolution of explosive cyclones in the northwest Pacific area is highly influenced by the activity of the cold Siberian air mass, resulting in seasonal variations in the formation, trajectories and intensification of cyclones, which can be divided into three major types based on their statistical features.

Figure 3 shows all cyclone trajectories of each type from 1996 to 2017, extracted from NPMD (Kawamura 2011), which falls into 126 cyclones of Type I, 64 cyclones of Type II and 255 cyclones of Type III. Explosive cyclones, formed at the end of autumn when the Siberian air mass is weak, developing in the baroclinic zone between the Eurasian continent and Sea of Japan and traveling northeast over the Sea of Japan towards the Sea of Okhotsk, are referred to as Type I in this paper (see Figure 3 a). Type-II cyclones form on the continent, and then move east towards the Pacific Ocean across the Japanese archipelago and turn to the northeast; these are typically observed in the beginning of winter when the continental cold air mass intensifies, affecting the northern portion of Japan (see Figure 3 b). As the Siberian air mass develops fully in midwinter, extending up the east coast of Japan, the formation and movement of cyclones are constrained to an area off the east coast of Japan, referred to as Type III (see Figure 3 c). This type of cyclones, traveling near the Kuroshio Current (see Figure 1), may be affected by thermal effects from the current (Yoshida and Asuma
Figure 4. Estimated probability density function of formation frequency of explosive cyclones of each evolution type in 1 year.

Figure 5. Probabilities of (a) maximum deepening rate $\varepsilon$ and (b) minimum central pressure $p_c$ for Type-I, -II and -III explosive cyclones.

Chen et al. (1992) reported that latent heat from the ocean surface contributes greatly to the rapid development of extratropical cyclones in the northwest Pacific, where sea-surface temperature is high due to the Kuroshio warm current. In this case, the major energy source driving intensification of the cyclones may be moisture and latent heat supplied from the warm seawater of the current, rather than baroclinicity. Notably, the storm surges that occurred in Nemuro Bay in 2014 and 2015 (Saruwatari et al. 2015) were caused by Type-III cyclones, as discussed further below.
The probability density functions for formation of explosive cyclones of each type, which was calculated using a normal kernel density estimation (Silverman 1986), are compared in Figure 4. The probability density for Type-I cyclones has two local maxima in November and March, when the Siberian air mass is less active. In Type II, two maxima are reached in December and February, when the Siberian High is moderate, while the highest probability of Type-III cyclone formation occurs in January, when the Siberian air mass has its most active period of the year.

Figure 5 shows the probabilities of the maximum deepening rate and minimum central pressure of explosive cyclones. We found that Type-III cyclones traveling on the Pacific Ocean have higher deepening rates than Type-I cyclones passing over the Sea of Japan, because of rapid growth due to latent heat supplied by a warm current in the Pacific Ocean, as discussed above. Type-II cyclones, which pass over the baroclinic zone in the Sea of Japan formed by the moderate extension of the cold air mass and then move over the warm seawater of the Pacific Ocean, exhibit intermediate deepening features (Figure 5a). The minimum central pressures of Type-III cyclones were 5–10 hPa lower than those of Type-I cyclones with the same probability (Figure 5b).

The local properties of the storm surges that occur in northeast Asia in winter may depend on these meteorological features of cyclone evolution. We modeled ocean currents under winter cyclones of each major evolution type to identify the statistical features of local sea level responses.

3. Computational Method

In this section, the computational model and conditions used in this study are first explained, and results computed for previous storm surge events are then introduced for validation purposes.

3.1. Three-dimensional ocean circulation model

The meso- and regional-scale flows that cause storm surges during explosive cyclones were analyzed using a three-dimensional non-hydrostatic model, the MIT general circulation model (MITgcm, Marshall et al. 1997a,b). This model simultaneously computes the following momentum and continuity equations.

\[
\frac{Du_h}{Dt} = -\frac{1}{\rho_c} \nabla p + (2\Omega \times u)_h + F_{u_h}, \tag{2}
\]

\[
\frac{Dw}{Dt} = -\frac{1}{\rho_c} \frac{\partial p}{\partial z} + (2\Omega \times u)_v + F_w, \tag{3}
\]

\[
 \nabla \cdot u = 0, \tag{4}
\]

where \(u = (u_h, w)\) are the horizontal and vertical velocities, respectively, \(p\) is the pressure, \(\rho_c\) is the reference density, \(\Omega\) is the Earth’s rotation, \(F_{u_h}\) and \(F_w\) are the
horizontal and vertical source terms associated with external forcing and dispersion, and the gradient operator is $\nabla = (\nabla_h, \partial/\partial z)$. Wind stress was given as an external force calculated by a bulk formula of Oey et al. (2006) that was proposed based on the model of Large and Pond (1981) for moderate wind conditions and the data of Powell, Vickery, and Reinhold (2003) for high wind conditions. The surface elevation $\eta$ was updated by determining mass conservation;

$$\frac{\partial \eta}{\partial t} + \nabla_h \cdot (\eta + H) u_h = 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The details of the computational methods are provided in Marshall et al. (1997a,b).

Two-domain nesting computations were performed from 48 hr prior to the cyclone formation to the end of the storm event in the horizontal domain shown in Figure 6 and Table 1, with the vertical z-coordinate having higher resolution near the ocean surface (minimum grid width of 2.0 m at the surface). The horizontal resolutions were designed to cover large-scale ocean responses to traveling cyclones in domain 1 (30′ grid
Table 1. Details of the computational domains.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computational domain</th>
<th>Domain 1</th>
<th>Domain 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal resolution</td>
<td>30' × 30'</td>
<td>10' × 10'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical resolution</td>
<td>2.0–698 m</td>
<td>2.0–698 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid number</td>
<td>251 × 111 × 100</td>
<td>139 × 103 × 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timestep interval</td>
<td>10 sec</td>
<td>10 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

width) and to resolve local sea level rise in semi-closed coasts enough in domain 2 (10' grid width). Two meteorological datasets were used to estimate the surface boundary conditions of wind stress and sea level pressure; JRA-55 at 1.25° resolution with a 3-hr interval (Kobayashi et al. 2015) for the meso-scale domain 1, and JMA-MSM at 5 km resolution with a 1-hr interval (Saito et al. 2006) for the regional-scale domain 2. We confirmed that the both datasets provides continuous, consistent meteorological data along the domain boundaries. Any effects of astronomical tide and interactions with wind waves were ignored in the computation to focus on a meteorological component of storm surges. The bathymetry was provided by GEBCO_2014 at 30'' resolution.

3.2. Validation

A fully intensified explosive cyclone with minimum central pressure of 946.5 hPa induced the storm surge in Nemuro Bay on December 17, 2014, causing significant flooding in central Nemuro city (see Saruwatari et al. 2015). In this section, the computed sea level is compared with the tide record during the storm event for validation of the current model.

Figure 7 shows the meteorological tide records at Nemuro Port facing Nemuro Bay (T1) and Kiritappu Port facing the Pacific Ocean (T2), compared with the computed sea level at the corresponding locations (see locations in Figure 1 and Figure 6). It should be noted that the astronomical tide has been excluded from the original tide record measured at the ports, to enable fair comparison with the computed results, which have no tide assumption. The sea level began to rise at T1 from 12:00 on December 16 (UTC) and achieved a maximum sea level of 1.6 m at 0:00 on December 17. Because T1 is located in a semi-enclosed basin (Nemuro Bay, see Figure 1 and Figure 6), sea surface rises were the highest with the greatest wind-driven current discharge into the bay and the minimal atmospheric pressure, which was achieved at the cyclone’s closest approach to the site (see Saruwatari et al. 2015, for details). According to Saruwatari et al. (2015), which roughly estimated the pressure-induced surge by equivalent water pressure to the local atmospheric pressure and the wind-induced surge by the residual meteorological tide, the pressure-induced component of the maximum sea level rise was about 0.6 m, and the wind-stress-induced component was about 1.0 m in this event. Our model predicts the major features of the observed sea level (Figure 7 a); the identical time when sea level rise began and when the
maximum sea level was reached, and the maximum sea level, ensuring the validity of the results for both components of sea level rise. At T2, which faces the open ocean (see Figure 1 and Figure 6), only the pressure-induced component might contribute to the increase in sea level rise as the maximum meteorological tide was comparable to the estimated pressure-induced sea level rise. We found that the computed result is consistent with the observed maximum sea level which reinforces the validity of our computational method for predicting pressure-induced sea level rise (Figure 7b). On the one hand, minor errors after achieving the maximum sea level are observed in the both sites. Kumagai et al. (2017) used a wave-storm-surge coupled model for a hindcasting computation of the same surge event at higher resolution (228 m × 309 m) than the current one. While overall variations of the computed sea level at T1 was reasonable, the computed maximum sea level was achieved about three hours earlier than the observed one. They mentioned this error might be associated with optional models of sea surface drag force, but substantial causes to induce the error, occurred even in the high resolution computation, have not been identified. One possible fac-
tor causing the errors is an effect of significant inland flooding along the bay coast, which was not assumed in the both current and Kumagai’s computations, since the T1 tide observation site in Nemuro port was close to the flooded coast. The explicit effects of flooding to storm surge predictions needs to be identified for improving the computational accuracy in future research.

3.3. Computational conditions

In this study, two sets of numerical experiments were performed to see the statistical features of sea level rise due to passages of explosive cyclones observed in the past two decades (Table 2), and to evaluate uncertainties of the computed storm surge responding to meteorological ensemble disturbances (Table 3).

An extreme cyclone has been often defined to have the intensity higher than the 70th to 90th percentile of total cyclones in a quantile analysis, which well characterizes distinctive developing processes (Elsner, Kossin, and Jagger 2008; Lehmann and Coumou 2015). In this study, an extreme explosive cyclone was defined to have intensity higher than the 80th percentile, in terms of the central pressure and deepening rate. The representative extreme events to be computed were selected from each type of the extreme explosive cyclones derived from NPMD; 6 representative extreme cyclones in Type I (25% of total Type I extreme cyclones), 6 representatives (48%) in Type II and 12 representatives (24%) in Type III, corresponding to 5–7% of the total number of each explosive storm (119 of Type I, 62 of Type II and 248 of Type III) stored in NPMD.

To statistically evaluate the potential dispersion of computed sea levels with respect to meteorological disturbances, additional computations were also performed using meteorological ensembles (JMA-EPS; Ensemble Prediction System) (e.g. Yamaguchi et al. 2009) for two representative extreme events, selected from the extreme cyclones in Table 3, which previously caused inland storm disturbances. The cyclone trajectories of all ensemble members used in the computations are shown in Figure 8. The uncertainties of the cyclone evolution, depending on the evolution type, may also affect uncertainties of sea level changes during storm surge events, which is discussed in Section 4.

4. Computational Results

In this section, the uncertainty of the storm surge with respect to cyclone trajectories is discussed based on the statistical distributions of sea level rise induced by the ensemble cyclones. Local disaster risks along the coasts of northeast Asia are then discussed in reference to the computed possible sea level rises.
Table 2. Storm events sampled from among all explosive cyclones recorded in the past two decades.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Event period (UTC)</th>
<th>Minimum SLP [hPa]</th>
<th>Maximum deepening rate [hPa/hr]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I-1</td>
<td>48 hr since 20141130 00:00</td>
<td>974.3</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-2</td>
<td>89 hr since 20171223 00:00</td>
<td>946.7</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-3</td>
<td>60 hr since 20011226 00:00</td>
<td>950.5</td>
<td>2.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-4</td>
<td>70 hr since 20150930 00:00</td>
<td>951.9</td>
<td>2.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-5</td>
<td>72 hr since 20120402 00:00</td>
<td>957.8</td>
<td>2.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-6</td>
<td>95 hr since 20141030 00:00</td>
<td>957.7</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-1</td>
<td>60 hr since 20110324 12:00</td>
<td>973.8</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-2</td>
<td>57 hr since 20101227 12:00</td>
<td>975.6</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-3</td>
<td>71 hr since 20130319 00:00</td>
<td>950.5</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-4</td>
<td>38 hr since 20052209 00:00</td>
<td>957.0</td>
<td>2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-5</td>
<td>95 hr since 20150115 00:00</td>
<td>958.9</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-6</td>
<td>95 hr since 20170204 00:00</td>
<td>959.4</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III-1</td>
<td>47 hr since 20150320 00:00</td>
<td>969.2</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III-2</td>
<td>48 hr since 20150226 00:00</td>
<td>977.9</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III-3</td>
<td>71 hr since 20000319 00:00</td>
<td>951.4</td>
<td>2.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III-4</td>
<td>71 hr since 20060201 00:00</td>
<td>962.4</td>
<td>2.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III-5</td>
<td>95 hr since 20130113 00:00</td>
<td>936.1</td>
<td>3.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III-6</td>
<td>95 hr since 20110313 00:00</td>
<td>941.6</td>
<td>2.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III-7</td>
<td>95 hr since 20170119 00:00</td>
<td>947.5</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III-8</td>
<td>95 hr since 20100111 00:00</td>
<td>948.9</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III-9</td>
<td>95 hr since 20141228 00:00</td>
<td>949.8</td>
<td>2.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III-10</td>
<td>95 hr since 20080329 00:00</td>
<td>955.2</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III-11</td>
<td>95 hr since 20070105 00:00</td>
<td>952.9</td>
<td>2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III-12</td>
<td>95 hr since 20121229 00:00</td>
<td>960.2</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Storm events used for ensemble computations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Event period (UTC)</th>
<th>Minimum SLP [hPa]</th>
<th>Maximum deepening rate [hPa/hr]</th>
<th>Number of ensemble members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I-1</td>
<td>48 hr since 20141130 00:00</td>
<td>974.3</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-2</td>
<td>89 hr since 20171223 00:00</td>
<td>946.7</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-1</td>
<td>60 hr since 20110324 12:00</td>
<td>973.8</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-2</td>
<td>57 hr since 20101227 12:00</td>
<td>975.6</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III-1</td>
<td>47 hr since 20150301 00:00</td>
<td>969.2</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III-2</td>
<td>48 hr since 20150226 00:00</td>
<td>977.9</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. Trajectories of the cyclone ensembles.

4.1. Statistical analysis of the storm surge ensembles

If any disturbance is introduced in the original meteorological data, a forecast using the disturbed initial conditions may deviate from the original forecast over the fore-
cast period. Ensemble member cyclones with initial perturbations evolve differently and travel on different trajectories (Figure 8), which may result in differing local evolutionary patterns of storm surges. The statistical features of the resulting storm surge ensembles, indicating uncertainty in storm surge prediction as well as possible modification of sea level variation, are discussed for six storm events (cases I-1, I-2, II-1, II-2, III-1, III-2; see Table 3) in this section.

The maximum sea level recorded during the 2014 Nemuro storm surge, $\eta_0 = 1.6$ m,
is used as the reference sea level for defining relative mean sea level rise with respect to the highest sea level record due to an explosive cyclone in this area, \( \eta_r = \frac{\eta_{\text{max}}}{\eta_0} \), where \( \eta_{\text{max}} \) is the ensemble average of maximum sea level. Figure 9 shows the relative mean sea level rise, \( \eta_r \), estimated for each storm event. For Type-I cyclones (see Figure 9 a1 and a2), despite the orientation and dispersion of the cyclone trajectories differing significantly between case I-1 and I-2 (see Figure 8), the distributions of \( \eta_r \) exhibit analogous in both cases, with higher sea levels extending over an area from the northern
Sea of Japan to the Sea of Okhotsk; the highest local sea levels are achieved in the Soya Strait and Nemuro Bay. The maximum $\eta_r$ in Type II is lower than the other types (see Figure 9 b1 and b2), despite Type-II cyclones being stochastically more energetic than those of Type I (c.f. the lower central pressure and higher deepening rate in Figure 5). We found that the highest sea level is localized in Nemuro Bay for both cases III-1 and III-2 (see Figure 9 c1 and c2), suggesting a high risk of storm surge disaster along Nemuro Bay, where the first storm surge disaster caused by an explosive cyclone in Japan were recorded. We note that relatively high sea levels are localized in semi-enclosed coastal basins, indicating wind-induced currents entering into a bay from the inlet are trapped on bay-shaped shores to cause amplification of the sea level rise on the shore in addition to the pressure-induced component. The relative locations of the bay inlet and cyclone, that determine the additional sea level rise due to the wind-induced surge, are thus an important factor in predicting potential sea level rise, indicating that local coastal vulnerability should be assessed in terms of characteristic cyclone trajectories, which is the focus of this study.

Figure 10 shows the distributions of the logarithmic standard deviation of the highest relative sea levels, $\sigma_\eta = \sqrt{(\eta_{\text{max}}/\eta_0 - \eta_r)^2}$, measuring uncertainty of the predicted sea levels due to a possible deviation of a cyclone trajectory. It is noted that higher $\sigma_\eta$ values are distributed off the east coast of Hokkaido for Type II, and over the Sea of Okhotsk for Type-III cyclones. In particular, the highest $\sigma_\eta$ for Type III is localized in Nemuro Bay, indicating potential amplification of the local sea level.

In summary, ensemble statistics for specific storm events show that the distributions of both $\eta_r$ and $\sigma_\eta$ depend on the evolution type of the explosive cyclone, and that potential vulnerability is anticipated in semi-enclosed basins, especially in Nemuro Bay, where highest $\eta_r$ and $\sigma_\eta$ values are localized.

### 4.2. Local vulnerability to storm surges

In this section, we discuss the local disaster risks of storm surge based on statistical sea level rises during representative events sampled from all storms over the last two decades (see computed cases in Table 2). Figure 11 shows the sample mean ($\eta'_r = \overline{\eta_{\text{max}}}/\eta_0$) and standard deviation ($\sigma'_\eta = \sqrt{(\eta_{\text{max}}/\eta_0 - \eta'_r)^2}$) of the normalized maximum sea level, where $\overline{\eta_{\text{max}}}$ is the sample average of maximum sea level. The spatial distributions of $\eta'_r$ exhibit analogous features with the ensemble mean $\eta_r$, defined in Section 4.1, depending on the evolution type. In Type-I cyclones, higher $\eta'_r$ is found in the northern area off Hokkaido, from the north Sea of Japan to the Sea of Okhotsk (see Figure 11 a1), which may be caused by energetic cyclones often remaining in this area, as explained in Section 2.1, where pressure-induced surge may in general be a major cause of sea level rise in the open ocean. During this type of cyclone, sea level rises over 20% of $\eta_0$ are expected on Hokkaido coasts facing the Sea of Japan and the Sea of Okhotsk for a single storm event, while potential storm surges are also
expected on coasts facing the Soya Strait, Nemuro Bay and Akita Bay, where attain significantly high standard deviations. Values of $\eta'_r$ and $\sigma'_\eta$ are lower throughout the domain in Type-II cyclones since this type of cyclone tends to achieve the lowest pressure after moving away from the coasts (see Figure 3), suggesting a lower storm surge risk than the other types (see Figure 11 b1 and 2). In Type-III storms, $\eta'_r$ and $\sigma'_\eta$ extend off the east coast of Japan along the paths of the cyclones (see Figure 11 c1 and 2). In particular, the highest $\eta'_r$ and $\sigma'_\eta$ values are achieved in Nemuro Bay, where

Figure 11. Mean (left) and standard deviation (right) of the non-dimensional maximum sea level during storm events sampled over the last two decades.
wind-induced surge significantly amplifies sea level rise, indicating that this coast is most vulnerable to the cyclones that form regularly in the northwest Pacific Ocean, and that further extreme storm surges may occur in the bay. It should be noted that the standard deviation in Figure 11 \((a_2, b_2\) and \(c_2)\) is one-order larger than the one of ensemble experiment in Figure 10 over the whole domain, indicating the meteorological uncertainty of the surge height is much smaller than the possible height range.

Meridional distributions of the 10th, 30th, 50th, 70th and 90th percentile sea level rise along the east coast of Eurasia, L1, the west coast of Japan, L2, and the east coast of Japan, L3 (see locations of the coasts in Figure 6), indicating possible amplification of the sea level rise along the coast, are shown in Figure 12. The L1 coast is unaffected by meteorological disturbances of Type II and III cyclones moving away from the coast (see Figure 3 \(b\) and \(c\)), while some Type I cyclones can approach the northern part with higher latitude than 43°N (see Figure 3 \(a\)), resulting in a low probability of sea level rise throughout with the highest median sea level less than 0.3 m in the northern coast. The Type I cyclones, traveling through the Sea of Japan, significantly affect the sea levels along the L2 coast (west coast of the Japanese archipelago), as the wind-driven west current may be blocked by the coast to lift the sea surface there, especially in semi-enclosed coasts with inlets facing the direction of the current, such as Akita Bay, where attain probable local maxima of sea levels (Figure 12 \(a_2\)). In particular, a storm surge comparable to the 2014 Nemuro surge may occur along the coasts of Soya Strait and Akita Bay during this type of storm. On the one hand, we
see insignificant sea level rise induced by the other types of cyclones, intensified during the travels in the Pacific Ocean, on the whole L2 coast (Figure 12 b2, c2). We also found that among L3 coasts (Figure 12 a3, b3, c3), Nemuro Bay has a significantly high probability of high sea level rise for any cyclone type, further supporting its high vulnerability regardless of the evolution type. Notably, the 90th percentile sea level rise on semi-enclosed coasts of L2 and L3 are 2–4 times higher than the median value, indicating the possibility to experience extreme storm surges due to the additional wind-driven component, depending on the relative locations of the bay inlet and the cyclone.

An exceedance probability $P$ of the maximum sea level $\eta_{max}$ on each coast was calculated by a kernel density estimation (Silverman 1986) to the storm-surge samples. Figure 13 shows the exceedance probability of the sea level rise along the L1 coast. As explained above, the expected sea level rise on this coast is much lower than that along the coasts of Japanese archipelago. The 10% exceedance probabilities for Type I were 0.25 m and 0.23 m in Vladivostok and East Korea Bay, respectively. From Figure 14, we see that Soya and Akita Bay have distinctive probability distributions, with long tails for Type-I storms and with elevations of 2.07 m and 1.56 m for the 10% exceedance probability, respectively, which exceed the highest tide recorded during the 2014 Nemuro storm surge. Broad distributions with long tails, with 10% exceedance probabilities of 0.94 m for Type I, 0.91 m for Type II and 1.39 m for Type III, were also found in Nemuro Bay in L3, indicating high likelihood of extreme storm surges (Figure 15). Some semi-enclosed coasts, such as Hibiki Nada, Sendai Bay and Tokyo Bay, have local maxima of 10% exceedance probabilities in the range of 0.29 to 0.59 m, suggesting low storm surge risk from any type of explosive cyclone.

We performed a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test (Kruskal and Wallis 1952) to obtain stronger evidence of differences in probability distribution for a limited number
Figure 14. Exceedance probability of the maximum sea level at representative locations along L2 for each type of cyclone passage. 10% and 50% probabilities $P_{10}$ and $P_{50}$ are shown in black lines.

Figure 15. Exceedance probability of the maximum sea level at representative locations along L3 for each type of cyclone passage. 10% and 50% probabilities $P_{10}$ and $P_{50}$ are shown in black lines.
Table 4. Results of the statistical analysis for the maximum sea level due to each type of cyclone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Effect size f</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soya</td>
<td>0.17%</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ishikari Bay</td>
<td>1.96%</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akita Bay</td>
<td>0.82%</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nemuro Bay</td>
<td>85.1%</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vladivostok</td>
<td>36.9%</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hibiki Nada</td>
<td>30.1%</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sendai Bay</td>
<td>57.6%</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokyo Bay</td>
<td>65.1%</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of the current storm samples for each evolution type. The Kruskal-Wallis test evaluates the null hypothesis that three or more groups of limited sample members have no difference. If the estimated p-value is lower than 5% then there is significant statistical evidence to reject the hypothesis that all three types of groups have no difference; that is, only specific evolution type affects the site. The effect size f measures the difference between average values of the groups; e.g. if f = 0 then the average of each groups is identical, and if f = 1 then each group average has a difference of the identical value to the standard deviation. The both quantities are summarized in Table 4. At Soya, Ishikari Bay and Akita Bay, facing the northeast Sea of Japan, the p-value is less than 5% and the effect size is greater than 0.83, indicating there is sufficient statistical evidence to reject the hypothesis and significant difference in the average; that is, these locations were more vulnerable to the specific, Type-I cyclones than the other types (see also Figure 14). The p-values at the other sites are greater than 5%, not rejecting the null hypothesis, indicating possible sea level rise against multiple types of cyclones. In particular, the high p-value in Nemuro Bay (85.1%) and low f there (0.23) indicate that a similar level of storm surge may occur regardless of the evolution type (see also Figure 15).

5. Conclusions

In this study, we computationally investigated the statistical features of storm surges induced by explosive cyclones in the northwest Pacific region during winter. Three major evolution types of explosive cyclones, proposed by Yoshida and Asuma (2004), were considered as external forcing factors of a storm surge.

Type-I cyclones formed in early and late winter, traveling northward in the Sea of Japan, leading to significant sea level rise increases over a region of the Sea of Okhotsk and northern Sea of Japan. Type-II cyclones, frequently observed in December and February, travel from the Sea of Japan to the Pacific Ocean across the Japanese archipelago, causing milder sea level changes than seen with other types, as these cyclones move away from the coast before they attain the maximum intensity. Type-
cylones often gain latent heat energy from the Kuroshio Current to develop in midwinter, resulting in the highest probability of extreme local amplification of sea level in Nemuro Bay, where previously suffered from the 2014 Nemuro extreme cyclone. Possible local maxima of sea level are found in semi-enclosed coasts with inlets facing the direction of the wind-induced current; that is, the relative locations of the inlets and cyclones, classified by trajectory type, determine the maximum possible sea level and thus the vulnerability of the coast to storm surge. In particular, Nemuro Bay exhibited the highest possible surges for all three evolution types, and is the site most vulnerable to explosive cyclones that develop in the northwest Pacific Ocean. Thus, repeated disasters are anticipated there. We also found that Type-I cyclones may bring a severe storm surge with extreme sea level rise, exceeding that recorded during the 2014 Nemuro storm surge, in semi-enclosed coastal basins along the Sea of Okhotsk and northern Sea of Japan. These findings, describing distinctive statistical responses of storm surges characterized by the three major evolution types of explosive cyclone in the northeast Asia, provide a realistic scenario that is consistent with meteorological characteristics of winter cyclones locally developing there for assessing possible storm surge disasters.

In the northwest Pacific region that was the focus of this study, and where energetic winter cyclones form every year, measures must be introduced to reduce disasters caused by possible storm surges. The probabilistic risk analysis of storm surges due to explosive cyclones, in terms of their typical evolution types as proposed in this study, will be useful for quantifying local vulnerability of any coastal area where analogous explosive cyclones form in addition to the current sites, such as the northwest Atlantic region.
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